Wynn Bullock Photographs 1969 San Francisco
wynn bullock - center for creative photography - center for creative photography, the university of
arizona wynn bullock—page 5 of 7 bullock, wynn gelatin silver prints master prints: 1969-1970 t42/s4a wynn
bullock archive - journalsirizona - introduction to the wynn bullock papers 1920-1980 material on wynn
bullock's photographic career dominates his papers. although some aspects of his career are not well
documented, the papers offer significant information on the exhibi wynn bullock archive ag 10 - center for
creative photography - wynn bullock archive, center for creative photography, the university of arizona 1
finding aid for the wynn bullock archive ag 10 center for creative photography university of arizona tucson, az
85721-0103 for further information about the archives at the center for creative photography, please contact
the archivist: phone 520-621-6273; fax 520-621-9444 description personal papers ... photograph collection ccpizona - :216 the kill, from dionysus in 69 based on euripides' the bacchae, 1969 30.2 x 22.5 cm :217 nuria
espert in the title role of federico garcia lorca's yerma, 1972 30.3 x 22.1 cm :218 yuriko kimura performing in
the title role of clytemnestra, 1974 30.2 x 22.7 cm the american west: a portfolio of photographs - the
american west. a portfolio of photographs. our first national park was created in part as a result of photographs
made by w. h. jackson in the late nineteenth century. jonathan clark photographs, - pdf.oaclib - guide to
the jonathan clark photographs ms 119 3 this collection contains five platinum prints and forty three silver
gelatin prints taken by jonathan clark from 1969-1973. oceanside shutterbug newsletter - oceanside
photographers - oceanside shutterbug newsletter. welcome to the newsletter of the oceanside
photographers club (op). the op meets on the first wednesday of every month in the qualicum beach civic
centre at 7:00 pm. exhibition history - cartermuseum - the mexican portfolio [photographs by paul strand]
(july 17–mid–august, 1969) portfolio one [photographs by winter prather] (july 17–mid–august, 1969) a
retrospective exhibition of birger sandzen, 1871–1954 (september 25–november 12, 1969) selections from the
permanent collection (september 25–november 12, 1969) wild flowers of texas (october 9–november 30, 1969)
the passion of ... fermi national accelerator laboratory under contract with ... - fermi national
accelerator laboratory vol. 3, no. 1 \\ -h mo rro d operated by universities research association inc. under
contract with the united states department of energy january 3, 1980 [ s c e n e s fr 0 m t h e c h r i s t m a s b
a n q u e t . two new exhibits at fermilab a pre-columbian pottery collection and photographs by wynn bullock
will share the central laboratory exhibit area ... a finding aid to the focus gallery records, 1963-1987, in
... - a finding aid to the focus gallery records, 1963-1987, in the archives of american art by valerie vanden
bossche 2013 september 18 contact information mr. donnan jeffers brings to our attention: the poet
and ... - not man apart: lines from robinson jeffers [with] photographs of the big sur coast, by ansel adams,
morley baer, wynn bullock, and others (san francisco sierra club / ballantine books, 1969, 160 pp., $3.95,
paperback reprint of the robert frank papers, books, and recordings - robert frank papers, books, and
recordings items are listed in chronological order sources are included when known. when unknown, pre-1990
items likely came from frank or philip brookman; post-1990 items may have come from sarah greenough
personal artifacts visitor’s brochure, peru (artifact): c. í õ ð ô [frank acquired in peru in 1948 and gave to ed
grazda prior to a peru journey in the ... garry winogrand - kaglobalinc - walter auerbach e.j. bellocq annie
brigman wynn bullock harry callahan henri cartier-bresson keith johnson photographs - keith johnson is a color
photographer of the social landscape. he exhibits
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